A recently developed framework for gain scheduled control system synthesis is applied to a missile autopilot design problem. In contrast to previous approaches, low order linear autopilots designed at discrete operating points using classical control techniques are gain scheduled. Also, mach number, modeled as a measured, time-varying exogenous signal, is viewed as a disturbance to be rejected in the linear design phase, leading to improved steady-state tracking performance.
Problem Formulation
We consider a hypothetical tailantrolled missile whose pitch-axis dynamics are described by
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where a ( t ) is angle-of-attack in degrees, q ( t ) is pitch-rate in degrees per second, M ( t ) is mach numkr, and 6(t) is tail-fin deflection in degrees. Aerodynamic lift and pitch moment coefficients are modeled by The actuator that generates tail-fin deflection in response to a commanded value, 6,(t) (degrees), is given by Finally, the output variable is normal acceleration in g's, described by I l l @ ) = mfZ(t)C"[a(t), q t ) , M(t)1 (4) Our objective is to design a gain scheduled pitchchannel autopilot that accepts measurements q z ( t ) , q(t), and M ( t ) and generates a control signal & ( t ) so that q 2 ( t ) tracks an acceleration command, q c ( t ) (g 's). Detailed performance goals, taken from [4], are as follows: e Maintain robust stability over the range specified by -20" s 4t) s 20" and 1.5 s M ( t ) s 3.0. Robustness refers to uncertainty in the pitching moment, interpreted as uncertainty in the aerodynamic coefficient C,,,[a, 6, MI. The closed-loop system is required to remain stable while angle-of-attack and tail-fin deflection components of C,,, [ a , 6, MI vary independently by ~2 5 % .
Track step commands in q c ( t ) with time constant no greater than 0.35s, maximum overshoot no greater than lo%, and steady-state error no greater than 1%.
Maintain at least 3OdB attenuation at 300 radls for the open-loop transfer function of the linearized system, Following the general gain scheduling procedure outlined in [2], we design a gain scheduled missile autopilot as follows:
Step 1.
Step 2.
Step 3.
Step 4.
Determine the missile's family of constant operating points (trim conditions), parameterized by constant values of commanded normal acceleration and mach number.
For the corresponding family of missile linearizations, design a family of linear autopilots that meets the design goals for each constant operating point.
Construct a gain scheduled autopilot that instantaneously schedules the correct linear autopilot based on instantaneous values of commanded normal acceleration and mach number.
Check nonlocal performance via nonlinear simulation.
Steps 1 and 2 are described in the next section.
Step 3 is treated in Section 3 and nonlinear simulation results are presented in Section 4.
Linear Autopilot Designs
The family of constant operating points for (1) through (4) is defined as the set of points (ao,q",6",i",6,0,Mo,q,0) for which the left hand sides of (1) and (2) In practice, closed-form analytical representations for such functions are seldom available; constant operating point data is typically acquired by physical experimentation or numerical analysis of a high-fidelity simulation. To reflect these practical considerations, constant operating point data for this problem is obtained as follows. First, a Matlab 607 SIMULINK block diagram implementing (1) through (4) is constructed. Then, function values for a"(q:,M"), q"(q:,M"), and 6"(qf,Mo) are found at points (q:,M") on a uniformly spaced 67 x 16 point grid covering 0 using the SIMULINK trim command. A Matlab generated mesh plot of a"(q:,M") is given in Figure 1 We therefore redefine 0 to henceforth correspond to this region in the ( q :
, MO)-plane.
parameterized family of linear autopilots described by
Step 2 of the design process involves constructing a
where the scalar component transfer functions have the form
Notice that we have constrained the linear autopilot family to satisfy at each w" E 0
The reason for doing so will be made clear in the next section when the problem of constructing a nonlinear gain scheduled autopilot satisfying
Step 3 is addressed. in order to reject the effect of the anticipated mach input on normal acceleration in steady-state. This is accomplished by setting the dc-gain of the mach compensator to at each w o E 0. However, at the outset we have constrained the dc-gain of the mach compensator to be zero at each w o . Consequently, our approach is to set K2(wo) equal to (16) and choose p sufficiently small (p = 0.001) so that the frequency responses of KW~,(S) and the constant gain K2(wo) agree for frequencies above p rad/s for each w o to hopefully provide sufficient attenuation of time-varying mach effects. The gain K2(w") is computed at each point on the grid that covers 0 and is implemented as a look-up table with linear interpolation between table entries.
Before proceeding to
Step 3 of the design process, it is important to analyze properties of the family of closedloop linear systems arising from the interconnection of the missile linearization and interpolated linear autopilot for each wo E 0. Specifically, it should be verified that each closed-loop linear system meets the performance specifications since it is expected that the closed-loop nonlinear system will inherit the properties of the family of closed-loop linear systems when operated in a vicinity of the family of closed-loop constant operating pints. Detailed analysis performed in [SI indicates that this is the case. given by (20). Furthermore, upon linearizing (21) about its constant operating point family, it is clear that Requirement 2 is also satisfied.
Performance Evaluation
Although modeled as an exogenous signal, mach number is actually an endogenous variable which for simulation purposes is described by Nonlinear simulations are performed by implementing the interconnected missile, actuator, autopilot, and mach number dynamics in SIMULINK. As mentioned earlier, we expect performance of the nonlinear closed-loop system to agree with that of the family of closed-loop linearizations so long as the system can be operated sufficiently close to the surface of closed-loop constant operating points. It follows from [3] that this can be achieved provided the exogenous signals are sufficiently slowly-varying.
Normal acceleration qz(t) in response to a series of step commands q c ( t ) is shown in Fig. 2 . The corresponding Mach profile is in Fig. 3 . These plots demonstrate tracking performance within specifications as the system is operated over a significant portion of the operating region. The dashed curve in Fig. 2 shows normal acceleration response with the K:o (s) portion of the autopilot disconnected. This indicates that steady-state tracking performance can be improved by viewing exogenous signals as disturbances to be rejected in the linear design phase.
Normal acceleration responses in the presence of independent 225% perturbations in the angle-of-attack and tail-fin deflection portions of C,,, [a, 6 , M ] are shown in Fig. 4 indicating that stability is maintained although tracking performance is degraded. These selected simulation results show performance comparable with the 8'* order gain scheduled autopilot in [4].
Finally, Fig. 5 
